
Newly Launched Site eArcades.com Aims to Bring Back the 

Thrill of Arcade Games 
 

A new website called eAracdes.com is catching gamers’ attention with 
its vast offering of arcade games. Internet Marketing Services, owner 

of the site, announced its plans to add more free games to its 
database in order to sustain the enthusiasm of players from all over 

the world. 
 

The gaming industry has recently been dominated by RPGs with their highly 

sophisticated graphics but a new website aims to bring back the trills and spills of 

arcade games. Launched last Christmas Day, eArcades.com features 5,000 games 

that are readily playable from any flash-supported browser.  

 

Since its launch, the website has recorded 2,000 unique sign ups and is seeing the 

sign up of new users on a daily basis. This high marketing traffic is associated by the 

site to the quality of games offered, as all of them have been handpicked by the 

team that runs eArcades.com. 

 

What makes eArcades.com unique is that it also functions as a social networking 

website. It has features that allow players to save their scores and compare it with 

arcades game enthusiasts from all over the world. Registered members can also 

upload an avatar to their profile, allowing them to meet new friends.  

 

Internet Market Services, owner of eArcades.com, made it clear that the arcade 

games offered by the site are absolutely free. In fact, casual users can enjoy the 

site’s game offerings without having to sign up. Players simply have to visit the site 

and pick a game: it is as simple as that.  

 

eArcades.com is supported by several multimedia platforms so players can easily 

share the arcade games they find most interesting. Moreover, the website’s Twitter 

and Facebook pages are free-for-all so enthusiasts can interact with each other or 

suggest the type of games that they want to be featured. 

 

Michael Bashi, CEO of Internet Marketing Services, announced recently that the site 

is coming up with new games that are to take players into a new level of excitement. 

He explains that the enthusiasm of gamers has encouraged the team to continue 

their premium services and add more items in to their arcade games database. 

Gamers can look forward to more exciting gamers in the coming days and a whole 

new level of fun that only arcade games can offer.  
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